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CR	Flux	&	Composition
Energe(c	par(cles	and	completely	ionized	nuclei	
from	outer	space;	

•Many	orders	of	magnitude	in	energy	and	flux:		

o E <100 TeV: direct detection; 
o E > 100 TeV: indirect detection 
by extensive-air-showers; 

•	
• Roughly,	the	all-par>cle	spectrum	is	a	“power	
law”	in	many	orders	of	magnitude	of	energy	
and	intensity,	with	several	features	(knee,	
ankle,	…):	
• γ	=	2,7	un/l	100	TeV	
• γ	=	3,3	a5er	100	TeV	



CR	Flux	&	Composition



Galactic	cosmic	rays:	open	questions



Main	physics	research	lines

According to the physics line, different platforms 
and detections techniques have been adopted.



• Balloon	experiments	(CREAM, ATIC, BESS-Polar, 
TRACER, TIGER&SuperTIGER, …) 

• Satellite	experiments	(PAMELA, FERMI, DAMPE, 
NUCLEON, …) 

• Space	station	experiments	(AMS, CALET, ISS-Cream,…) 

Existing	platforms



Timeline	of	Direct	Measurement	of	CRs	from	20008

Great legacy from the past (<2000), here we focus on the latest ones.  
Not all experiments displayed. 



Primary	cosmic	
rays	

(p,	He,	C,	O)

CR injection and 
acceleration - 

High energy frontier



Alpha	Magnetic	Spectrometer	AMS-02

Installed on ISS on 19th May 2011 



CALorimetric	Electron	Telescope	CALET
Launched August 19th, 2015, on ISS 



Dark	Matter	Particle	Explorer	DAMPE



Fermi	Large	Area	telescope 

• Tracker:	tungsten	conversion	foils	+	silicon	strip	detectors,	
1.5	radia(on	lengths	on-axis	
•	Calorimeter:	1536	Cesium	Iodide	crystals,	8.6			radia(on	
lengths	on-axis,	gives	3D	energy	deposi(on	distribu(on	
•	An>-Coincidence	Detector:	charged	par(cle	veto	
surrounding	Tracker,	89	plas(c	scin(llator	(les	+	8	ribbons

Flying since 11 June 2008



PAMELA	(2006-2016)

Flown on Russian Resurs-DK1 satellite 
from June 2006 until January 2016



Super	Trans	Iron	Galactic	Element	Recorder	
Super-TIGER							Zà41-56

Building	on	the	success	of	TIGER	(launched	in	2001	and	2003),	SuperTIGER	(Super	Trans-Iron	Galactic	Element	Recorder)	had	a	
record-breaking	55-day	flight	over	Antarctica	in	December	2012	–	January	2013	and	a	32-day	flight	in	December	2019	–	
January	2020.	



Bess-Polar	I	and	II

SC	Magnet	B	=	0.8	T
TOF	Δβ/β	=	2%
JET	ΔR/R(R=1GV)	=	0.4%	
MDR=270	GV

Acceptance	=	0.3	m2	sr

Geomagne(c	cutoff		
below	0.5	GV	



Proton	spectrum	(1	GeV–>	8	TeV)

Important features —> deviation from a single power-law! 
1) confirmation of the hardening in both species at about 200 GeV (propagation?) 
2) softening above 1 TeV (sources?)

Boezio et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 112 (2020)



Helium	spectrum	(1	GeV–>	8	TeV)

Important features —> deviation from a single power-law! 
1) confirmation of the hardening in both species at about 200 GeV (propagation?) 
2) softening above 1 TeV (sources?)

Boezio et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 112 (2020)



Proton	and	helium	ratio

Important feature: 
p/He not constant (why?) and smooth up 
to 1 TV 
Flattening after 1 TV?  

p+He is also measured by EAS experiments. 
Direct comparison possible, bridging the gap 
between direct/indirect detection.



Carbon	and	Oxygen	fluxes

Important features: 
C and O show a hardening at hundreds of GeV/n. 
Difference in flux normalization between 
experiments. 
C/O is smooth, meaning that C and O have similar 
hardening. All experiments agree in the C/O.



He,	C,	O	spectral	indexes

Important feature: 
Same rigidity dependence, i.e. hardening, above 100 GeV. 



Heavier	nuclei

Origin of CRs 
CR acceleration -  

Composition frontier



Important features: 

1) refractory	elements	that	
condense	in	dust	grains	are	
preferentially	accelerated	
compared	to	volatile	elements	
residing	in	gas;	

2) the	GCRs	are	a	mix	of	outflow	
from	“young”	massive	stars	
and	normal		“old”	ISM	

Composition of sources is well 
described by 80% solar system 
(SS) + 20% massive star 
outflows (MSO). 

CRs have preferential sources 
in OB associations (young and 
massive stars, high-rate of SN).

The model breaks for Z>40. Presence of other sources ?



Secondary	
cosmic	rays

CR propagation -  
High energy frontier



Cosmic	ray	propagation

If the hardening is related to propagation 
properties in the Galaxy, then a stronger 
hardening is expected for the secondary with 
respect to the primary cosmic rays.

If the hardening in CRs is related to the injected 
spectra at their source, then similar hardening 
is expected both for secondary and primary
cosmic rays.

From C. Evoli (2019).

Cosmic Ray Propagation 20



Light	secondary	elements	Li,	Be,	B	

Important feature: 
Secondary/primary ratios harden at 192 GV by Δγ = 0.13.  
Secondary hardening is stronger —> The flux hardening seems to be a universal propagation 
effect.
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Unstable	Be	isotopes
Secondary	10Be	à	10B	+	e-	+	ν,	with	t1/2	=	1.4	My.	

The	amount	of	10Be	(and	10B)	depends	on	the	
cosmic	ray	confinement	>me	or,	in	diffusion	
models,	to	the	galac>c	halo	size.



Antimatter	
&	electrons	

Propagation/ 
New sources - 

Antimatter frontier



Positron	fraction	(e+/e-	+	e+)

Important feature: clear increase wrt secondary production.   
New source of positrons  (Pulsars, SNRs, DM)? 

e+

e� + e+
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Boezio et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 112 (2020)



Electron	&	positron	fluxes

Important feature: 

• Only spectrometric experiments can separate electrons from positrons (including Fermi) ! 
• Electron flux has structures, positron flux has structures 

Boezio et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 112 (2020)

Electrons Positrons



All-electron	spectrum	from	space
Boezio et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 112 (2020)

Important features: 

Dropoff at high 
energy? 

A structure above 2 
TeV? 

Disagreements 
between groups of 
experiment. 



Antiproton	spectrum

Important feature: 

Antip/p maybe flattening for E> tens of GeV ?

Boezio et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 112 (2020)



Positron	eccess	and	DM
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Eccesso di positroni e materia oscura

Cholis I. Et al.,  
Phys.Rev.D80:123511,2009

Phys. Rev. D 88, 023013 (2013)

DM annihilation→ big cross section, high 
boost factor , leptophilic models

After AMS- 02 measurements, models 
including DM predict masses >  1-3 TeV

Ghosh S. et al., PHYSICAL REVIEW D 104, 075016 (2021)



Positron	eccess	and	pulsars
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Produzione di positroni da Pulsar

-Electrons are accelerated by 
the strong magnetic �elds, 
somewhere in the 
magnetosphere (the location 
is model dependent) 

-These electrons then induce 
electromagnetic cascades 
through the emission of 
curvature radiation 

-This results in the production 
of photons with energies 
above the threshold for pair 
production in the strong 
magnetic �eld 

-These electrons and positrons 
then escape the 
magnetosphere through open 
�eld lines, or after reaching 
the pulsar wind 



Positron	eccess,	DM	and	pulsars
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Produzione di positroni da Pulsar

“In light of this result, we conclude that 
it is very likely that pulsars provide the 
dominant contribution to the long 
perplexing cosmic-ray positron excess”

Gamma emission 
(HAWC) from GEMINGA 
by Inverse Compton. Used 
to model the mechanism 
of  positrons and electrons 
emission

“What the HAWC data 
tell us is that below ~10 
TeV or so, electrons 
leave the region 
surrounding Geminga 
before they lose the 
majority of their energy”

Hooper D. et al., Phys. Rev. D 96, 103013 (2017)



Antiprotons	and	DM
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Antiprotoni AMS02 e materia oscura

JCAP09(2015)023Giesen G. et al., JCAP09(2015)023

Some modeling for secondar  production left 
room for a possible e cess   > 0 eV 

More recent measurements of cross sections reduce 
significantl  the room for an e cess 

Possible excess 

M. Winkler, Dbar19, March 2019, UCLA

Small room for excess



Future	
experiments

High energy frontier 
Composition frontier 
Antimatter frontier







TIGERISS
TIGERISS	instrument	model	for	the	Japanese	Experiment	Module	“Kibo”		
Exposed	Facility	(JEM-EF)	configura(on	on	ISS	

In	1	year	the	sta>s>cs	of	SuperTiger	(see	below)	

No	atmospheric	correc>on	—>	cleaner	signal		

Proposed	to	the	NASA	Astrophysics	Pioneers	Program



2023



Conclusions:	set	of	«classical»	questions
I. Which	classes	of	sources	contribute	to	the	CR	flux	in	different	energy	ranges?		
II. 	Are	CR	nuclei	and	electrons	accelerated	by	the	same	sources?	
III. 	Which	sources	are	capable	of	reaching	the	highest	particle	energies?	
IV. 	Which	are	the	relevant	processes	responsible	for	CR	confinement	in	the	

Galaxy?	
V. Where	is	the	transition	between	Galactic	and	extra-Galactic	CRs?	
VI. 	What	is	the	origin	of	the	difference	between	the	chemical	composition	of	

CRs	and	the	solar	one?
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II. 	Are	CR	nuclei	and	electrons	accelerated	by	the	same	sources?	
III. 	Which	sources	are	capable	of	reaching	the	highest	particle	energies?	
IV. 	Which	are	the	relevant	processes	responsible	for	CR	confinement	in	the	
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V. Where	is	the	transition	between	Galactic	and	extra-Galactic	CRs?	
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CRs	and	the	solar	one?

In the last decades we developed an «accepted» scenario for CR origin,  
that we call «standard paradigm» . 

In this framework, many of the classical questions have been (plausibly) answered. 



I. What	is	the	origin	of	the	hardening	observed	in	the	spectra	of	CR	nuclei	at	
a	rigidity	of	about	200	GV?	And	the	flattening	over	1	TeV?	

II. Why	is	the	slope	of	the	spectrum	of	CR	proton	and	helium	different?		
III. What	is	the	origin	of	the	prominent	break	observed	at	a	particle	energy	of	1	

TeV	in	the	electron	spectrum?		
IV. What	is	the	origin	of	the	rise	in	the	positron	fraction	at	particle	energies	

above		10	GeV?	
V. Does	the	antiproton/proton	ratio	flatten	at	high	energies?	
VI. Why	does	the	CR	composition	with	OB	associations	break	above	Z=40?	
VII. …..

Conclusions:	set	of	«new»	questions	!
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Conclusions:	set	of	«new»	questions	!

A «new paradigm» is needed. 
The following years will tell us much!




